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Abstract: This paper identi�es the major types of artifacts
occurring in three-dimensionalmaterials. It focuses on the
analysis of vertical disparity. The vertical disparity is the
artifact of the 3D images that appears both in the �lm ma-
terial and in the computer visualizations. The research ex-
plains the causes and consequences of the vertical dispar-
ity occurrence and presents the stable algorithm of detect-
ing mentioned anomaly. The implementation of the devel-
opedmethod constitutes a complete solution enabling ver-
i�cation of the stereoscopicmaterial quality. The summary
of the paper contains the evaluation of the algorithm in
terms of correctness and stability.
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1 Introduction
Due to the intensive software development over the recent
years, computer calculations have been becoming more
and more advanced. Innovative applications used in In-
formation Technology support actions from the scope of
both: science and industry. Signi�cant group of solutions
used in most research �elds is the set of the numerical
modeling and visualization applications [1–3]. Their pri-
mary function is to visually represent the processes tak-
ing place within di�erent physical phenomena. Visualiza-
tion techniques can in�uence the comprehension of ob-
tained view. Use of stereoscopic methods dramatically in-
creases the spectrum of visualization capabilities. It al-
lows for a more accurate space representation and per-
ception. Three-dimensional simulation and visualization
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techniques are also widely used in the �lm industry. There
are more and more movies, that are realised in innovative
techniques and are becoming the integral part of our lives,
not only as pastime but also as a way of communication.

Considering only the number of 3D screens, there are
almost 90 thousands three-dimensional cinemas world-
wide where millions of projections are shown every day.
Such a big infrastructure created many opportunities for
the industry, but on the other hand innovative technolo-
gies made cinematography completely dependent on the
computer applications aiding the process of making a
movie. In the case of the three-dimensional techniques
one of the most crucial issue is the quality of the synthe-
sized stereoscopic view [4]. The forementioned problem is
analogous in both, visualization applications as well as in
the case of movie. In this context, it is signi�cant to detect
all view defects at the stage ofmaterial production in order
to provide correct �nal product. Omission or negligence of
step may very likely result in release of a �awed material,
which causes visual discomfort or other complaints. De-
tecting the defects enablesmaking corrections and provid-
ing correct interpretation of the analyzeddata. Theprocess
of reference 3D image quality analysis consists of the com-
parison of stereo views in order to identify artifacts in the
stereo view.

2 Vertical disparity
The correctness of applied stereoscopic scene is the main
factor conditioning the high quality of obtained view. The
elementary implementationof this solution is basedon the
usage of two parallel cameras placed on the specialized
trivet called RIG (Figure 1). It provides a portable and easy-
to-set tool allowing to get three-dimensional visual data
[5]. Achieving an appropriate �nal view by using the cam-
eras is determined by correct positioning and calibration
of the whole equipment. RIG constitutes a tool for control
of the camera and provides a precise calibration device. It
is worth to mention, that despite the above described so-
lution, the proper setting of cameras is still a non-trivial
issue. Moreover, the initial calibration of the RIG does not
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guarantee the correctness during the whole shooting. It is
particularly noticeable in the case of di�cult weather con-
ditions during the shooting.

Figure 1: Parallel RIG equipped with two cameras [6]

Anomalies in the calibrationnot only lower thequality
of the �nal product by causing a variety of image dysfunc-
tions [7], but even worse, may be the source of the user’s
health problems. There are many di�erent kinds of scene
implementation anomalies with various reasons and ef-
fects. The major artifacts observed in three-dimensional
materials are anomalies of stereo views rotation, zoomand
vertical disparity.

Vertical disparity is one of the most common, and ex-
ceptionally inexpedient defects from the scope of scene
implementation. The phenomenon occurs in a three-
dimensional images. The vertical displacement of cam-
eras or convergence point decalibration is the source of
the problem. The incorrect localization and calibration of
the cameras is the reason why the objects from the left
and from the right view of the stereo pair are shifted with
one another (Figure 2). The incorrect mutual translation
between objects of the stereo pair is the direct root of the
image defects [8].

Figure 2: Vertical disparity model with a value of h for the stereo
view [9]

The desirable value of the above mentioned displace-
ment is zero. It means that the image is correct with re-
gard to the disparity issue. If the value does not equals zero
(h), the image contains the disparity error. User may prop-
erly interpret the three-dimensional visualizations only if
the objects from their stereo pair have no vertical displace-
ment. Occurrence of this artifact precludes proper image
receiving. The defect has a negative impact on the prod-
uct quality, but also may results in serious health conse-
quences in the case of longer exposure of the viewer to the
discussed anomaly. The only way to avoid such problems
is to conduct precise tests of 3D visualizations in order to
detect visual artifacts, especially the vertical disparity. De-
fects connected with the occurrence of the disparity have
to be entirely eliminated before releasing the product.

3 Vertical disparity detection
method

The quintessential task of the vertical disparity detection
algorithm is calculating the translation vector between
stereo views. The �rst step to realize the method is to de-
termine the proper correspondence between objects of the
stereopair. This process is runbymutualmatching of char-
acteristic areas of stereo views. The determined matches
are the base to calculate vertical displacement between the
objects within the three-dimensional image [10].

Nowadays on the market, there is a wide variety of
methods which enables �nding a correlation of the stereo
pair. Nevertheless, it is still a serious problem to apply
them in HD image. The substantial impediment is the op-
eration time. Precise and detailed processing of the high
resolution 3D images requires toomuch time. Such a time-
consuming method can not be applied in real time appli-
cations because they require immediate calculations and
results. It implies the necessity to optimize the calculation
timewithout lowering the high quality. Ful�lling both con-
ditions is amajor issue in the subject area. The calculation
cost may be lowered by using the method of partial image
analysis. The algorithm, instead of using whole images,
compares only the most representative subset of image’s
pixels.

The binary patterns matching method is the solution
enabling to lower the calculation costs by working on the
image’s pixels subset. With this the method the matches
between two images can be found. It is used with re-
gard stereo views in particular. Knowing the correlation
between pixels in stereo pair it is possible to mark out
the local vertical disparity values. The displacement is
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calculated in the Y coordinates of corresponding images.
The calculated result equals the value of the local verti-
cal disparity. Themethod of binary patternsmatching pro-
cesses only the chosen, representative pixels. As a result
the amount of processed data is much smaller than in the
case of considering on all pixels of the image and there-
fore it is possible to save much calculation time. Unfortu-
nately this method entails also the risk of incorrect match-
ing. The inaccuracy in generated correlations is associated
with processing the single pixels, which, unlike when us-
ing the whole images, may cause incorrect points match-
ing within the stereo pair. The pixels of di�erent objects
may be very similar to each other in their numerical space,
even though they represent something completely various.
If they are recognized as the corresponding ones, the in-
appropriate matching occurs (Figure 3). The error makes
it impossible to run correctly further stages of the calcula-
tions, blocking the process of detecting the value of verti-
cal disparity.

Figure 3: The result of regular stereo views matching process

The larger the image, the bigger the risk of �nding an
incorrect correlation. Also having the repetitive patterns in
the image enlarge signi�cantly the probability of incorrect
match. To avoid the negative consequences of the error, �l-
teringmechanism has to be applied. The solution enlarges
the correctness of thebinarypatternmatchingprocess, but
it doesnot eliminate all problems. If thepatterns in a stereo
pair are repeated too many times, the �ltering mechanism
may not be enough, what �nally equals receiving factually
incorrect results [11].

4 Improved algorithm of disparity
detection

To dispose entirely of the above mentioned error, it is nec-
essary to rede�ne the view processing area. Dividing the
image into smaller subimages enables mitigating the risk
of repeating similar pixels in the processed area. With this
method it is possible to receive only correct matches [12].

The sliding window mechanism is a tool enabling divi-
sion of stereo pair into subimages. The obtained, splitted
segments correspond to each other in the framework of
the primary stereo view. The process of division utilizes
a rectangular, equal-sized window, which sets the bound-
aries of the processed area, so that the pixels from the out-
side of the border are not taken into account. The window
moves across the surface of the stereo pair marking out
consecutive subimages. Moreover, it guarantees that ev-
ery region is taken under consideration only once, without
needlessly repeated calculations in the already processed
fragment. It allows to save time and make the method a
robust and optimalized tool.

Figure 4: The result of sliding window stereo views matching pro-
cess

The subimages from the corresponding sliding win-
dows from the left and from the right view are compared
utilizing the binary patterns matching algorithm to �nd
the matches belonging to the processed area. From all
matches marked out in the framework of a single subim-
age pair, only the best matches are chosen. Not only one
match (as in the previous version of the algorithm), but
several best matches are used. This means selecting a set
of matches that ful�ll the condition of minimum vectorial
distance between the feature vectors representing the pix-
els of the right and left views, respectively. This modi�ca-
tionmakes it possible formore explicit image areas to have
signi�cant roles in estimating the correlation of stereo im-
ages The chosen matches are used in further steps of dis-
parity estimation process. The solution improves the cor-
rectness of �nal results (Figure 4). The way of estimating
the value of local vertical disparity does not di�er from cal-
culating the disparity in the case of the basic algorithm -
it means marking out the displacement value in the Y co-
ordinates of matched pixels. After all pairs of subimages
are processed according to the described algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1), the stereo pair analysis may be considered as a
completed one. The mean of obtained in this way values
of local disparities equals the global stereo view disparity
value. Provided that the sliding window mechanism has
correctly estimated parameters, the described algorithm
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enables elimination the problem occurring in the binary
patterns matching process.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the sliding window disparity
detection algorithm
SWW SlidingWindowWidth
SWH SlidingWindowHeight
VL LeftStereoscopicView, VR RightStereoscopicView

SL LeftSubimage, SR RightSubimage
KL LeftKeypoints, KR RightKeypoints
DL LeftDescriptors, DR RightDescriptors
MLR LeftToRightMatches, MRL RightToLeftMatches
MF FilteredMatches
MB BestHammingMatches
DV LocalVerticalDisparities

for w in 1:min(VL .width,VR .width) step SWW do
for h in 1:min(VL .height,VR .height) step SWH do

SL := VL .getSubimage(w, h, SWW , SWH)
SR := VR .getSubimage(w, h, SWW , SWH)

KL := FAST(SL) [13]
KR := FAST(SR)
DL := BRIEF(SL , KL) [14]
DR := BRIEF(SR , KR)
MLR := BruteForceHamming(DL , DR)
MRL := BruteForceHamming(DR , DL)

MF := MLR
⋂
MRL

MB := getBestHammingMatches(MF)

for each b ∈ MB do
DV .add(b.le�Point.y − b.rightPoint.y)

end for

end for
end for

return DV

5 Tests
Conducting tests is a crucial step in the process of specify-
ing the parameters and detecting faults in the developed
method. There are two possible ways of assessing the im-

provement of the algorithm: comparing basic and modi-
�ed implementations, or considering only themetadata of
a testing set. To obtain as solid and complete results as
possible, the Middlebury Stereo Dataset [15] was used in
the testing process of the primary implementation of the
disparity detection algorithm. Middlebury Stereo Dataset
is a set of three-dimensional images and metadata i.e. the
stereo pairs parameters including the vertical disparity.

The tests have been carried out for a couple of cases
di�ering between each other in sliding window parame-
ters. The below presented table (Table 1) shows the most
signi�cant results.

Considering the data contained in the chart, appears
the conclusion, that the propounded improvement of the
binary patterns matching mechanism makes the process
of calculating the vertical disparity much more e�cient
and precise. The changes are evidently visible especially
in the comparison of columns E, F, G. The values from the
G column are approximate to the values from the E col-
umn, unlike the values from column F, where the corre-
sponding numbers di�er from each other much more. The
more similar the values are to each other, the more accu-
rate and correct the results are received in theprocess of es-
timating the vertical disparity. It means that the obtained
values of displacement are not the e�ect of algorithm er-
ror, but they are nearly equal to the ground truth values.
The main condition for the satisfying work of the mecha-
nism is the proper calibration of sliding window parame-
ters (shown in the column B). To avoid the problem of dif-
ferences in the views from the corresponding stereo subim-
ages, the width of a sliding window has to be estimated at
20% of a stereo image (it is conditioned by the fact that the
same objects have to occur in both subimages, what arises
from the basic rules of stereoscopy). The height of a sliding
window was tested in the cases ranging from 1 to 100% of
a stereo pair height. The tests indicated that the more re-
duced height of the slidingwindow, themore accurate and
satisfying results, but on the other hand the height should
not go down under the 5% of a height of the stereopair. It
is caused by the fact that if the value of vertical disparity
is bigger than the height of the sliding window, some ob-
jects contained in one analyzed subimage, may not occur
in the corresponding one. Such situation does not allow to
carry out correct calculations. To avoid it, it is crucial to
provide a sliding window, which is higher than the value
of vertical disparity in the analyzed material. In the three-
dimensional scenes the vertical disparity,whichvalues are
above 10%, is visible to the naked eye and do not require
any additional ways of evaluation. Taking under consider-
ation all the above mentioned conditions, it is best to use
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Table 1: Results of the testing process calculated for the elements of Middlebury Stereo Dataset. A) image size: width[px] x height[px];
B) sliding window size: percentage of image width[%] x percentage of image height[%]; C) basic method matches amount; D) developed
method matches amount; E) Middlebury metadata vertical disparity value[px]; F) basic method vertical disparity value[px]; G) developed
method vertical disparity value[px]

Image Resolution Window Matches Vertical disparity
A B C D E F G

Adirondack 2872x1984
20x10
20x5
20x1

6161
30
40
205

0.74 0.99
0.81
0.73
0.72

Backpack 2948x1988
20x10
20x5
20x1

11275
22
43
175

0.65 0.71
0.71
0.66
0.54

Bicycle 3052x1968
20x10
20x5
20x1

7038
22
41
158

1.11 1.43
1.41
1.24
1.34

Flowers 2888x1984
20x10
20x5
20x1

5175
23
32
155

0.86 0.32
0.35
0.38
0.76

Jadeplant 2636x1988
20x10
20x5
20x1

11990
17
39
193

0.16 0.50
0.27
0.17
0.16

Motorcycle 2964x1988
20x10
20x5
20x1

9632
18
40
192

0.92 1.19
1.14
1.09
1.05

Piano 2828x1924
20x10
20x5
20x1

18938
16
48
161

0.41 0.71
0.54
0.39
0.23

Playroom 2796x1904
20x10
20x5
20x1

8969
23
37
176

0.27 0.41
0.26
0.26
0.26

Shelves 2952x1988
20x10
20x5
20x1

8566
24
48
177

0.45 0.43
0.43
0.44
0.38

Vintage 2888x1920
20x10
20x5
20x1

14040
21
33
145

0.25 0.20
0.24
0.28
0.23

a sliding window, which dimensions are ranging between
20%x10% and 20%x5% of an analyzed image.

Encapsulating the tests process, one more improve-
ment should be highlighted. The modi�ed algorithm re-
quires signi�cantly smaller amount of matches to calcu-
late the vertical disparity value than the basic one, which
is visible in the comparison of columns C and D. Due to it,

it is possible to reduce the amount of data to analyze and
therefore to save calculation time and optimize the pro-
cess. To sum up, taking all the above mentioned conclu-
sions under consideration, it is clear that the developed
algorithm is amuch better tool than the basic version of it.

It is worth to mention, that the proposed method is
tested during three-dimensionalmovie shooting (Figure 5)
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to evaluate stereoscopic image quality and properly cali-
brate the camera set. Thismakes it possible to evaluate the
developed algorithm in real conditions and continuously
work on its improvement.

Figure 5: Video frame from a three-dimensional movie shooting

6 Conclusions
Thepresentedmethod of improving the algorithm involves
both: the issue of correctness and the question of process-
ing time and optimizing it. Due to the usage of the sliding
window mechanism it is possible to minimize the prob-
lem of �nding incorrect correlations in the binary patterns
matching process. At the same time the method of quali-
fying only the best matches to the further calculations en-
ables to accelerate the operations. As a result, the robust
and precise vertical disparity detection algorithm is ob-
tained. It is successfully utilised in the �lm industry in the
Cinema Vision Project so that the produced movies are re-
leased in better quality [16]. What is important, providing
certainty to producers, is that their product will not cause
any health problems to the users.

The developed algorithm may be used in the case of
any three-dimensional material, not only in commercial
movies, but also in visualizations. This means that the de-
veloped mechanism can be used at any stage of 3D ma-
terial production beginning with the veri�cation of the
three-dimensional scene construction, and ending with
the correctness analysis of the post-production process. It
makes the algorithm a very universal and powerful tool
to detect the vertical disparity and estimate the quality of
stereoscopic images.
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